Two noncontiguous regions of Sendai virus P protein combine to form a single nucleocapsid binding domain.
Binding of Sendai virus P protein to viral nucleocapsids requires amino acids in two separate regions of P protein. Both required regions are near the carboxyl terminus, and they are separated by a region which is expendable for binding (K. W. Ryan and A. Portner, 1990, Virology 174, 515-521). To examine the topography of these regions in the folded P protein molecule we mapped the epitopes present in several undenatured P proteins with overlaping deletions near their carboxyl termini. The epitopes recognized by two monoclonal antibodies were each composed of both protein regions necessary for binding, indicating that these two regions are each required at some point during the folding of P protein. To determine if these protein regions interact directly in forming the nucleocapsid binding domain, we constructed a deleted P gene which encodes a protein comprising only these two regions with all other P protein sequences deleted. This protein was able to bind to nucleocapsids, demonstrating that these two regions alone are sufficient to form the nucleocapsid-binding domain. In addition, this protein formed the folded epitopes comprising the two nucleocapsid-binding regions, indicating that the two regions interact directly with each other to form a single folded structure. The involvement of this binding domain in viral mRNA synthesis was examined by testing the ability of each monoclonal antibody to inhibit the in vitro transcription activity of full-size P protein. Several antibodies to epitopes near the binding domain were found to be potent inhibitors of viral transcription, showing that these regions contribute to P protein's role in mRNA synthesis.